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What is Open Research?

An umbrella term for practices 
which increase the transparency 

of scientific research

Includes many research practices:

• Making study materials available
• Making study data available
• Using/developing open source software
• Preregistering analyses
• Posting study preprints
• Publishing open access
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Why do Open Research?
Common concerns & fears:
• Being scooped
• Share the data/variables you’ve already analysed
• View as an opportunity for credit
• More on this later

• No one is interested in my data
• Limits research reach + ability to do integrative 

analyses

• It’s too difficult to share data and/or materials
• OSF, OpenNeuro, Github, Figshare (posters/figures), 

personal site

• Not wanting to give away hard-earned data
• Sharing data directly benefits scientists

• Someone will spot an error
• Errors are inevitable and transparency limits their 

long-term impact

Murray, H. (2020). ‘I ain’t afraid of no myth’ – busting the myths on data sharing [Blog post]. Retrieved from https://blog.wellcomeopenresearch.org/2020/08/20/i-aint-afraid-of-no-myth-
busting-the-myths-on-data-sharing/



Why do Open Research?
Work reproducibly for selfish reasons (Markowetz, 2015)

1) Helps to avoid disaster
• Recognizing errors too late
• Wasting time failing to replicate a result

2) Makes it easier to write papers
3) Helps reviewers see it your way

• Analyses are more clear and documented

4) Enables continuity of your work
• Forgetting project details when staff leaves
• Documenting long-term projects

5) Builds your own reputation

Markowetz, F. (2015). Five selfish reasons to work reproducibly. Genome Biology, 16(274)
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How to do Open Research?

Do or do not, there is no try

• Start somewhere and build from there
• Avoid framing as dichotomous outcome (fully ‘open’ or fully ‘closed’)
• Do as much as you can

• Getting started with Open Science Framework (OSF)

• Preprints, Preregistrations, & Registered Reports



OSF: Getting started



Option 1: Use a pre-existing project structure
• Previous project
• Publicly available projects or templates (example: https://osf.io/q29nf/?s=03)

OSF: Setting up a project

Duplicate 
template

https://osf.io/q29nf/?s=03


OSF: Setting up a project

Option 2: Create your own project from scratch 



OSF: Setting up a project

All activity on the 
project is recorded here

New projects are 
private by default

Create folders and upload 
(or drag and drop) files here

Add new contributors with 
view and/or edit privileges

Include all relevant project 
information in the wiki



OSF: Benefits of OSF

• Most file types can be uploaded and 
many can be viewed easily

• Built in version control for all files and wiki pages

• Create view-only, anonymized links for peer-review

• R package for downloading data directly from OSF (osfr)



Preprints
Fully drafted research papers made public prior to peer review

• Get feedback from broader scientific community

• Beneficial for students and early career researchers to 
disseminate research quickly

• Increases visibility of work

• Potential outlet for “hard to publish” results



Preregistration
Submitting a study plan (often including analysis plan) to a registry before conducting the study

• Increases transparency of planned versus exploratory analyses

• Reduces HARKing & P-hacking

• Time-stamped (addresses scooping concerns)

Many publicly available templates (https://osf.io/zab38/)

https://osf.io/zab38/


Registered Reports

• Introduction
• Review relevant literature

• Describe research questions & hypotheses

• Methods
• Ethics Information

• Pilot Data (if applicable)

• Study Design (all experimental procedures)

• Sampling Plan

• power analysis

• inclusion/exclusion criteria

• how outliers will be handled

• Analysis Plan

• Pre-processing steps

• All planned analyses (no exploratory analyses)

• Data/Code Availability

• Design Table (below)

A peer-reviewed preregistration

• Provide sufficient detail for an independent researcher 
to replicate study and analysis plan

• Almost 300 journals currently accept registered reports

• Includes secondary data analyses
• Additional constraints on prior data access

• Get started: https://www.cos.io/initiatives/registered-
reports

Question Hypothesis Sampling plan Analysis Plan
Interpretation given to 

different outcomes
Research Question 1

Research Question 2

https://www.cos.io/initiatives/registered-reports


Advantages of Registered Reports

• Pre-study review when feedback is the most useful

• Acceptance after Stage 2 regardless of results

• Reduces publication bias

• Beneficial for PhD students & early career researchers

• Increases credibility of study results

Disadvantages of Registered Reports

• Stage 1 in-principle acceptance can take awhile

• Significant workload shift to the start of the project

• Journal policies, timelines, editing requirements vary

• Not all journals accept secondary data analyses

• Challenging when proposing new (to you) analyses



Peer Community in Registered Reports

• Alternative option for Registered Reports (launched in April)
• Choose from PCI-RR friendly journals (currently 20)
• https://rr.peercommunityin.org/about/pci_rr_friendly_journals

• Provide reviewer training
• Offer scheduled review
• Reduces Stage 1 review from weeks to days

https://rr.peercommunityin.org/about/pci_rr_friendly_journals


Resources
• Check out ReproducibiliTea
• OSF page: https://osf.io/kh5px/

• Mailing list: https://forms.gle/5cvxAjh4h2z6jRCfA

• Twitter: @Edinburgh_Tea

• Relevant Paper: Easing Into Open Science: A Guide for Graduate Students and Their Advisors

• University Open Access Publishing Agreements
• More information: https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/research-support/publish-

research/open-access/request-apc-payment/publisher-discounts

https://osf.io/kh5px/
https://forms.gle/5cvxAjh4h2z6jRCfA
https://doi.org/10.1525/collabra.18684
https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/research-support/publish-research/open-access/request-apc-payment/publisher-discounts



